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A Brief History

 1958: First integrated circuit

 Flip-flop using two transistors

 From Texas Instruments

 2011

 Intel 10 Core Xeon Westmere-EX

 2.6 billion transistors

 32 nm process

Courtesy Texas Instruments

Courtesy Intel



Primary Applications

 By 1965  integrated electronics was established in 
new military systems.

 The new technology provided radical changes in 
digital circuitry.



Moore’s law: Origin and 

implications

 In 1965, Gordon Moore wrote an article on Electronics

magazine titled “Cramming more components onto 

integrated circuits”

 Moore's original statement was:

“The complexity for minimum component costs has 

increased at a rate of roughly a factor of two per year ...

Certainly over the short term this rate can be expected to

not to increase. Over the longer term, the rate of increase is    

a bit more uncertain, although there is no reason to believe it 

will not remain nearly constant for at least 10 years. That  

means by 1975, the number of components per integrated  

circuit for minimum cost will be 65,000.”



Moore’s Law

 Growth rate

 2x transistors & clock speeds every 2 years over 50 years

 10x every 6-7 years

 Dramatically more complex algorithms previously 
not feasible

 Dramatically more realistic video games and graphics 
animation (e.g. Playstation 4, Xbox 360 Kinect, Nintendo Wii)

 1 Mb/s DSL to 10 Mb/s Cable to 2.4 Gb/s Fiber to Homes

 2G to 3G to 4G wireless communications

 MPEG-1 to MPEG-2 to MPEG-4 to H.264 video compression

 480 x 270 (0.13 million pixels) NTSC to 1920x1080 (2 million 
pixels) HDTV resolution



Understanding  Moore’s Law

 Moore's Law was initially made in the form of an 
observation and forecast.

 Main concepts :

 Density of transistors double every two years.

 Complexity of transistors for minimum cost  double every 
year.



The popularized statement of Moore's Law is that the number of 
transistors in an integrated circuit doubles every 24 months.

The evidence of the past 45 years supports  the conclusion 
Moore reached in 1965.



Moore’s law





An Osborne Executive portable computer, from 1982 with a Zilog 
Z80 4MHz CPU, and a 2007 Apple iPhone with a 412MHz ARM11 
CPU.



End of the Moore’s law

One big question:

How many more years will Moore's Law play out?

Limits are:

 Design and manufacturing limits

 Fabrication cost

 Atomic size (transistors would eventually reach 
atomic levels)



Update

 During the 2010 update to the International 
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, it was 
predicted that this growth will slow at the end of 
2013 when transistor counts and densities are to 
double only every three years.


